For best results, please follow these instructions in order.

A: ATTACHING THE ARMRESTS.

Hold the armrest near the chair on the correct side and install the 3 numbered air hoses to the matching numbered nozzle on the armrest:

Chair Body:

Inner Armrest:
Now attach the armrest socket to the chair back pin and align front of armrest onto chair body:

Chair back pin

Now attach one bolt and washer in the area show below using the supplied wrench:

Bolt goes here.

Repeat procedure for the other side of the chair.
B: ATTACHING THE THIGH AIRBAGS.

REMOVE THE HOOK AND LOOP PROTECTIVE COVERING AND ATTACH THE THIGH AIRBAGS TO THE ARMREST.
C: INSTALLING THE LEGREST.

FIRST MOVE THE LEGREST TO THE FRONT OF THE CHAIR AND LOCATE THE AIR AND POWER LOCATIONS ON THE CHAIR AND LEGREST:
Now plug in the power connector till it clicks in place, and plug in the air hose firmly onto the air nozzle on the chair.

Now that power and air are connected, attach the left legrest hinge onto the body pin as show:
ATTACH A LEGREST CLIP TO THE END OF THE CHAIR BODY PIN TO HOLD THE LEGREST IN PLACE:

REPEAT ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE CHAIR:
Now zip the legrest hinge cover to the body of the chair as shown:

After plugging in power cord and remote control cord to the back of the chair your Infinity Celebrity is ready for use! Enjoy!